Student Success and Admissions Committee Report

- Common course numbering recommendation
  Committee recommendation – list the courses that are already acceptable for transfer as transferable with common course numbering

- English
  Consensus that UHH students lack proper writing skills
  How can we resolve the poor writing skills of our students?
  Proposed to English dept to have 2 sequential 100-level classes
  Response: no resources, not realistic to have 2 sequential 100-level English classes.
  Committee consensus to make Admission requirements higher and include SATW score.

- Undergraduate Admissions requirements
  Connect recommendations to benchmarks
  - Graduation rates
  - Retention rates
  - Grad school admissions

  Committee recommendation: 510 SAT verbal, 510 SAT math, and 510 SAT written and 2.8 cumulative GPA or 2.5 core GPA (Math, English, Social Studies, and Sciences); consistent with Manoa.

- On the agenda for our next meeting: Evaluate TOEFL requirement (550? Invite ELI representatives) and transfer standards (24 credits/2.0 GPA)